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Message from Professor Munasinghe, Founder Chairman, MIND Group
Greetings! First, I hope and pray that everyone in our MIND family and their loved ones are safe and well.
MIND Scholarship application
start date will be delayed this year.
We will inform you of the new date
as soon as possible

1. I take this opportunity to stress the importance of adhering to safety procedures given to us by the
health experts to protect ourselves and our nation from COVID-19. A crisis of this nature is not only a
health issue, but also has economic and sustainability implications. Our individual efforts to stop
spreading the virus will reduce the immediate health impacts. It will also help us get our economy back on
track sooner, without letting economically vulnerable groups fall too deep into poverty. Understanding the
key “lives versus economy” tradeoff is important. For example, 9 million die of hunger annually
worldwide (mainly children in poorer countries), whereas current deaths from Covid19 are around 65
thousand (mainly elderly in richer countries) – poorly thought out policies that badly affect already
starving families may kill more than Covid19, making it a “lives versus lives” policy dilemma.
2. Our individual efforts now will help to flatten the curve – basic guidelines like washing hands and
keeping the social distancing. Not everyone can do everything. But we must try our absolute best as a
community. Enhancing social distancing, even for one day, can make a large difference.

3. If measures are relaxed too early (to reduce economic impact), infections may peak again at a later
stage. Therefore, it is important for us to maintain our new social behaviours when the current curfews are
lifted, and we slowly get back to normal life. Until a vaccination is readily available, social distancing and
washing our hands and other precautions must be continued.

4. Lastly, let us take this isolation time to reflect on what is keeping our societies going- it is the
community itself. Whether it is at local or global level, COVID -19 has shown us how closely linked our
societies are and the success of every individual depends on the success of the whole society, and vice
versa. Success of individuals in a society comes from strong social institutions we develop together that
lay the foundation for sustainable development, including good healthcare for all, education systems, law
and order, justice and fairness, and our commitment to progress of science, research and development.
5. Let us all ACT NOW to protect our society from COVID-19, and rebuild our nation sustainably as well.
6. Within the MIND Group, we were among the first in Sri Lanka to implement work at home procedures
(starting from 13th March). In spite of the sharp business downturn and drop in our income since the
lockdown period, ALL our staff are assured of their jobs, and our existing scholarships are protected.
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MIND-MINDAM infographic Appeared in Daily Mirror, March 2020
Based on Sustainable Sri Lanka 2030 Vision and Strategic Path by the Presidential Expert Committee
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Creating Ambassadors of Sustainable Development

In November 2019, an extremely talented and creative batch of MIND scholars graduated, and a new batch came
in, who are now proud ambassadors of sustainable development!
Graduated Batch of 2018/19

New Batch of 2019

Information Note

Prof. Munasinghe is leading an international expert panel that is preparing a report entitled:
“Sustainable Living after Covid19 – Lessons Learned”. Your ideas are welcomed.
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Featuring a MIND Scholar –
Pabasari Arundathi Koliyabandara, Researcher at University of SJP

Pabasari Arundathi Koliyabandara, a MIND scholar, graduated in the year 2014/2015. She obtained a first class
majoring in Environmental Sciences from University of Sri Jayewardenepura, and is now in the last stages of her
PhD in Environmental Chemistry. Currently she is working as a scientific researcher at University of Sri
Jayewardenepura, and her areas of specification include Environmental and Analytical Chemistry, Environmental
Management, Waste management and Hydrology. She has been researching
crucial issues related to industrial environmental pollution (including mass
scale industries - apparel, paper and paint); environmental changes occurring
in waterbodies and ground surrounding open dumpsites (e.g. Karadiyana open
dumpsite, Colombo); and government waste management projects related to
leachate, waste management and hydrology.
She is also a trainer of trainers for Sustainable Consumption and Production
(SCP), educator on Environmental Management, and writer on science
popularisation. She has had both Sinhala and English language articles
published in national newspapers in Sri Lanka and social media platforms. Her
website and social media page promote scientific knowledge among locals
(https://www.facebook.com/ScienceForLifeSL & www.scienceforlifesl.com).
Apart from that, she is also a freelance TV presenter on TV Derana and
National Lotteries Board; and a visiting lecturer on public speaking at
Whyteleafe Performing Arts Academy.
Further, she recently worked as a resource person for developing an online
platform for safe chemicals management by UNIDO (http://learnatncpc.org/). She is a member of professional
associations such as SLAAS (Sri Lanka Association of Advancement of Science), and American Geo Physical
Union (AGU) which has helped to create professional relationships with leading experts in the field.
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